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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Operation/control via integrated web-server

Observe the collected energy-information (voltages, power, currents, phase-angles, ...) on
the integrated web-server of _MONI_ "cable-less" with your mobile-phone or tablet.
Change the parameterization of _MONI_, operate and control _MONI_ easily via the web
interface.
 Of course you can also operate wired, where you put _MONI_ in your network. Parallel
operation of LAN and Wifi is also possible.



Remote-maintenance Siemens-S7-PLC with MPI/Profibus with firewall

Remote-maintenance of a Siemens-S7-controller with S7-LAN on MPI/Profibus via
secure VPN-tunnel and scalable firewall

PD-interface of the S5-PLC already occupied

Your PD-interface of the S5-PLC is already occupied with a panel and you should
accomplish program modifications without removing the panel? No problem, connect the
Multiplexer one-time to the PLC and then connect the panel and also your PC to the
Multiplexer. Now you can work parallel with the PLC without the need of affecting the
operation of the panel. You can even work with 2 programming devices simultaneously,
2x open the same block, only changes which are stored at last will be finally stored in the
PLC. Also ideal for trainings purposes if PLC's with IO´s are scare goods.
 The 24V-version is ideal for control-cabinet-installation due to the smaller footprint. A
universal multiplexer no matter what you connect at the two PG-sockets, both participants
communicate parallel with the control.



Data backup S5-PLC on USB-stick

S5-PLC triggered DB-backup/-restore without additional PC via PG-socket and Ethernet
on USB-stick

Easiest configuration by included webserver

To configure ALF you dont need additional driver or special cables, you connect your PC
via LAN or WLAN with ALF and over the integrated webserver you can configure the
needed function.



Integrated Firewall-protection

You looking for a device with which you can create a remote maintenance via the Internet
without compromising security? No problem, the TELE-Router offers exactly this feature.
With the built-in firewall, you can adjust the device completely to your requirements.

Recognize missing Profinet participants 

Recognize cable breakage, contact problems and line faults.
Retransmissions and failures are logged and reported.
Early acting before total failure of the participant.


